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you can export your sumo diagram and reports as a.dwg or.dwf file and then open this file
with prokon in order to transfer the result to the prokon programme. all this is possible
thanks to the new report export option. this reports can be used in custom projects. it is
also possible to use modified variables and processes within custom reports. in this way,
you can build your own reports in sumo. the old modeler is not supported in this release
of prokon. padds design supports the new padds design module. you can also use level

curves to draw beams and columns. in this release, you can make free-body diagram for
any element of the analysis. in this way you can analyze axial and rotational loads.

spreadsheet and charts types of features are incorporated in the newest edition so that
you could do easy calculations on every spreadsheet just as spreadsheets in a few of the
basic spreadsheet applications. it has got the mechanical forces and pressure equations,

which help you calculate and plot the natural forces and stress. tuning equipment and
other more such equipment are really quality properties. it has incorporated such a
property into the latest edition. youll be able to judge your project in the preferred

manner just as you need to. as a result of the large amount of elements available with
you, you be able to discover the ones that you want. you can also calculate three

dimensional elements and components to find out the exact number of steel required for
any type of project. learn more about prokon 2018 version 10.0.1408 free download.
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the application offers the combination of structural design
via the application, or create i-beam structures via the i-

beam suite in the prokon suite. in addition, it has a library
that allows you to manage all of the found data and

structural analysis in the database. this application has
been developed with improved and sophisticated graphical

user interface. it comes with many features that users
expect and why should we need the details. once you apply

the latest updates, you will get improved control over
openings surfaces and enhanced graphic override options.
there are many types of different users such as engineers,
students and architects. in addition, they need to design

sophisticated structures, and need to access the application
that supports the desired features. we need a wide range of
tools to do the job. while a great deal of structure analysis
software can be purchased, it has no right to access when

we need no license. now, what are you waiting for? get
yourself to the application and solve all your structure
design and analysis problems with the new version of

prokon. this application is extremely powerful and flexible
and you can now enjoy the latest feature that is stable and
powerful using powerful autodesk revit structure. one of the
important requirements for this application to perform is an
internet connection. for this application to run, it needs an
internet connection. prokon 4 for mac comes with a new

improved user interface, which is more intuitive and easy to
use. among other new features you will find that this

application is now faster, more stable, and easier to use.
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the application allows you to quickly design the beam and
column connections and supports analysis of complex

structural members with the ability to create 3d models. all
of the key features of the application can be accessed and

used without any limitation. 5ec8ef588b
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